Event Spotlight

Jeffrey A. Hubbell is UB CBE's 2018 Ruckenstein Lecturer

Topic: Glycomaterials for Engineering Immunity and Tolerance

Dr. Jeffrey Hubbell is Professor in the Institute for Molecular Engineering of the University of Chicago. Hubbell uses biomaterials and protein engineering approaches to investigate topics in regenerative medicine and immunotherapeutics.

Join Us
Friday, April 27, 2018
Lecture 1pm, UB Center for the Arts Screening Room
Reception immediately following, Atrium

Award Winning Faculty

Johannes Hachmann has received the NSF CAREER award

His project is entitled "Building an Advanced Cyberinfrastructure for the Data-Driven Design of Chemical Systems and the Exploration of Chemical Space". The NSF CAREER award is National Science Foundation’s most prestigious award in support of early-career faculty who have the potential to serve as academic role models in research and education and to lead advances in the mission of their department or organization.

Carl Lund is Outstanding Teacher of the year

The St. Lawrence Section of the American Society for Engineering Education award is given for outstanding effectiveness in engineering education, successfully teaching students not only what but how to think about engineering problems; and for leading others to this paradigm by developing first-of-a-kind teaching resources to support flipped-classroom lessons, while showing how to use these methods and tools to transform engineering instruction.
PhD Graduate Lingxiang Zhu received the 2018 NAMS Student Fellowship Award

PhD student Lingxiang Zhu from the Haiqing Lin research group has been selected as one of three recipients of the 2018 NAMS (North American Membrane Society) Student Fellowship Awards.

UB CBE students take Order of the Engineer pledge

Congratulations to UB CBE’s class of 2018, who attended the Order of the Engineer Induction Ceremony to take their pledge and receive their rings, which symbolize their dedication to upholding the standards and dignity of the engineering profession.

Summer Courses

UB CBE Offers 2018 Summer Courses

Make the most of your summer. UB CBE is now offering several new summer courses at both the Graduate and Undergraduate levels. See how you can complete your degree faster.